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THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE RESONANTHYPER-RAMAN SCATTERING BY OPTICAL PHONONSL. E. Semenova *, K. A. ProkhorovGeneral Physis Institute, Russian Aademy of Sienes119991, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 1 November 2002A theoretial model for the resonant hyper-Raman sattering in semiondutor rystals is presented. The Wan-nier exitons are onsidered as intermediate states. The expressions for the resonant hyper-Raman satteringross setion are obtained. The theoretial model developed allows taking into aount di�erent mehanismsof the exiton�photon and exiton�phonon interations.PACS: 78.30.-j 1. INTRODUCTIONThe Raman sattering (RS) is a powerful tehniquein the study of exitations in semiondutors and theirinterations. The hyper-Raman sattering (HRS) is anonlinear optial proess where two inident photonsare absorbed simultaneously and one photon of sat-tered light and a phonon are reated [1�4℄. Beausethe HRS is a three-photon proess, it has other sele-tion rules omparing to that of the Raman sattering,and therefore allows obtaining information that is in-aessible to RS methods.Of speial interest is the resonant HRS where theenergy of two inident photons or sattered photonis lose to that of eletroni exitations [2; 5; 6℄. Inthis ase, the HRS allows obtaining additional infor-mation on eletron�photon and eletron�lattie inter-ations and on some parameters of eletroni transi-tions. The resonant HRS by optial phonons was �rstobserved in a CdS rystal where resonant onditionswere provided by a temperature variation of the en-ergy gap with a �xed frequeny of the exiting radia-tion [7℄. Reently, the resonant HRS by optial phononsin a admium sul�de was studied by means of a fre-queny tunable optial parametri osillator using aKTP rystal [8℄. Resonant e�ets in the HRS were alsoreported in SrTiO3 [9; 10℄, TiO2 [11; 12℄, ZnSe [13; 14℄,and Cu2O [15℄. But publiations devoted to theoreti-al investigations of the resonant HRS in semiondutor*E-mail: semenov�si.lebedev.ru

rystals are very sare up to now. Some mehanismsof the HRS were theoretially studied for the CdS rys-tal [16�19℄. In the paper by Garsía-Cristóbal et al. [20℄,the HRS proess mediated by a dipole-allowed Fröhlihinteration was analyzed in detail and the HRS e�-ieny was alulated with the exitoni e�ets takeninto aount.In this paper, a theoretial model for the resonantHRS by optial phonons is given for semiondutorrystals. We assume that virtual intermediate statesin the sattering proess are the Wannier exitons.We onsider di�erent mehanisms for the HRS in theframework of the three-band model, i.e., we also taketransitions in higher-lying ondution bands and fromdeeper valene bands into aount. In Se. 2, the basiformulas for the HRS ross setion are given. In Se. 3,expressions for the HRS tensor are derived using theGreen's funtion formalism. Setion 4 is devoted to adisussion of di�erent sattering mehanisms and theirontributions to the HRS e�ieny.2. BASIC FORMULASFrom a mirosopi point of view, the �rst-orderHRS proess an be desribed as follows: two inidentphotons with the wave vetor qL, frequeny !L, andpolarization "L are absorbed simultaneously, a phononwith the wave vetor qP and frequeny !P is then re-ated, and a sattered photon (qS , !S , "S) is �nallyemitted. Using time-dependent perturbation theory,the di�erential ross setion for the one-phonon HRSan be written as [21℄1048
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 = !3S�3S�LV4�2~24!LNL XqP ������ Xl1;l2;l3 hf jĤERjl3ihl3jĤELjl2ihl2jĤERjl1ihl1jĤERjii(El3 � ~!S)(El2 � 2~!L)(El1 � ~!L) ������2 ; (1)where ĤER and ĤEL are the Hamiltonians of theeletron�photon and eletron�lattie interations, V isthe rystal volume, NL = nL=V is the photon densityof inident radiation, �L (�S) is the refrative index forthe frequeny !L (!S), jii and jfi are the initial and �-nal states, jlji (j = 1; 2; 3) are the intermediate virtualstates, and Elj are the orresponding energies of theeletroni system. We assume that in the initial and�nal states, the eletroni system of a semiondutor isin the ground state, but the virtual intermediate statesare the Wannier exitons.In the dipole approximation, the matrix element fora transition from the ground state to an exitoni stateis given by [22℄hnL � 1;K;�jĤERjii == (2�)2em�L r~NL!L Æ(K� qL)"L����0 (2)���0 = n��v �M�0�v p�0o ���v(r)�����r=0 ; (3)where p̂� = �i~�=�r�, e and m are the harge andmass of the eletron, �v is the interband matrix ele-ment of the momentum operator, ��v(r) is the hydro-geni wave funtion of relative eletron�hole motion,K is the exiton wave vetor, � = (; v; �) desribesan exiton belonging to the valene band v and theondution band , and � = (�; `;m) denotes a set ofinner quantum numbers of the exiton: the prinipalquantum number � is n for the disrete spetrum ork for the ontinuous spetrum. In expression (3), the�rst term in the urly brakets desribes the alloweddipole transitions to s-exitoni states. The seondterm orresponds to another type of the dipole tran-sitions (weakly forbidden transitions) that ause an ex-itation of p-exitons [22; 23℄. The parameter M�0�v isde�ned by [22℄M�0�v = 1mXn 0 " ��0n��nvE � En + ��n��0nvEv �En# ; (4)where the prime on the summation indiates that theterms with vanishing denominators are omitted. Thematrix element desribing the transitions between ex-itoni states an be written as [24℄hnL � 1;K0;�0jĤERjnL;K;�i == em�L r2�~NL!L Æ(K0 �K� qL)"L����0�; (5)

���0� = ���0Æv0v � ��vv0Æ0� h��00v0 j��vi++ Æ0Æv0v �M�0�0 �M�0�vv0 � h��00v0 jp̂�0 j��vi: (6)In expression (6), the �rst term orresponds to the tran-sitions between exitoni states belonging to di�erentpairs of bands (interband transitions), whereas the se-ond term desribes the intraband dipole transitions be-tween exitoni states.It is known that there are two types of eletron�lattie interations [25℄. This is the deformation poten-tial interation, whih is due to sattering of eletronsby perturbations of a periodi potential aused by thedisplaement of atoms of the lattie. For longitudinaloptial (LO) phonons, the deformation potential inter-ation is supplemented by the Fröhlih interation dueto the eletri �eld assoiated with these phonons. Inthe general ase, the matrix element of the exiton�lattie interation an be written as [26℄hnP + 1;K0;�0jĤELjnP ;K;�i == pnP + 1pV Æ(K0 + qP �K)P�0�; (7)P�0� = h��00v0 jP̂ j��vi == h��00v0 j�0Ævv0 exp(�i�eqP � r)���vv0Æ0 exp(i�hqP � r)j��vi; (8)where nP is the phonon number. For the deformationpotential interation in a rystal with two atoms perunit ell, �n0n = �n0n (9)and  = D =r ~
2!P d2M� ; (10)where 
 is the ell volume, M� is the redued mass ofatoms in the ell, d is the lattie onstant [25; 26℄, and�n0n is the deformation potential de�ned by Bir andPikus [27℄. For the Fröhlih interation, �n0n and are given by�n0n = q̂jrjn0n(1� Æn0n) + iq�1P Æn0n (11)and1049



L. E. Semenova, K. A. Prokhorov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003 = F =s2�~!P e2� 1"1 � 1"0 � ; (12)where q̂ is the unit vetor in the diretion of qP , and "1and "0 are the optial and stati dieletri onstants,respetively [26℄. The parameter �e(h) is determinedby �e(h) = m�h(e)=(m�e +m�h) where m�e and m�h are thee�etive masses of eletrons and holes.
After the substitution of (2), (5), and (7) in expres-sion (1), the HRS ross setion beomesd�d
 = 2�~e6�S!2S(nP + 1)m64�3L!3L ��NLV ��"S "L� "L����(2qL � qS)��2 ; (13)where the HRS tensor ���(q) is given by���(q) =  X�1;�2;�3 �0�3P�3�2���2�1���10[E�3 (qS)� ~!S ℄ [E�2(2qL)� 2~!L℄ [E�1 (qL)� ~!L℄ : (14)Here, the exiton energy isE�(q) = Ev + ~2q22M +�E�; (15)where M = m�e + m�h, Ev is the energy gap, and�E� = �E� is the energy assoiated to the relativemotion of the eletron and the hole (i.e., �En = �R=n2or �Ek = Rk2, where R is the Rydberg onstant of anexiton). Beause the photon wave vetor is small, weassume that E�(q) = E�(0) in what follows.3. THEORETICAL MODEL3.1. Sattering mehanismsWe onsider the resonant HRS proess, i.e., the pro-ess where the double frequeny of the exiting radia-tion is lose to the energy gap Ev. If only the dipole-allowed transitions are taken into aount, the absorp-tion of the inident photon leads to the exitation of ans-exitoni state, while another photon indues an in-traband transition to a p-exiton or an interband tran-sition to an s-exiton belonging to the higher lying on-dution band or the lower valene band. In ase ofthe resonant HRS, where 2~!L � Ev , the two-photon

transition to a p-exiton is of interest. It is knownthat for the �rst-order HRS, the phonon wave vetor issmall and the sattering proess an be onsidered inthe Brillouin zone entre. In the approximation of thezero wave vetor of the phonon, the intraband Fröhlihinteration redues toP�0� � Æ0Ævv0h��00v0 jq̂ � rj��vi (16)and therefore leads to transitions between the s- andp-exitoni states. When qP � 0, the orrespondingmatrix elements of the deformation potential and in-terband Fröhlih interations are given byP�0� � f�0Ævv0 ��vv0Æ0g h��00v0 j��vi (17)and therefore onnet states with the same parity.Thus, in the HRS proess onsidered, the deformationpotential or interband Fröhlih interation leads to thetransition to a p-exiton, but the intraband Fröhlihoupling auses the transition to an s-state. Beausethe transition from the p-exitoni state to the groundstate is weakly forbidden, the intraband Fröhlih meh-anism plays a leading role in the sattering. The or-responding HRS tensor is therefore given by�(1)��(q) = �v��v hM�0� �M�0�vv i X�3;�2;�1 ��3v (0)h��3v jP̂ j��2v ih��2v jp̂�0 j��1v i ���1v (0)��(Ev+�E�3�~!S)(Ev+�E�2�2~!L)(Ev+�E�1�~!L) : (18)If the HRS is onsidered in the framework of thethree-band model and the weakly forbidden dipoletransitions to the p-exitons belonging to the highestvalene band v and the lowest ondution band  aretaken into aount, we an also identify two other sat-tering mehanisms inluding two-photon transitions tos-exitoni states. The exiton�lattie interation then
auses the transition to a p-exiton belonging to thesame pair of bands (the intraband Fröhlih oupling) orindues the interband transition to another s-exitonistate (the deformation potential or interband Fröhlihinteration). The orresponding HRS tensors �(2)��(q)and �(3)��(q) are given by1050



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003 Theoretial investigation of the resonant : : :�(2)��(q) =  X�3;�2 M0�v p̂0��3v (r)��r=0h��3v jP̂ j��2v iA��(�2; !L)(Ev +�E�3 � ~!S)(Ev +�E�2 � 2~!L) (19)and �(3)��(q) =  X00;v00 X�3;�2 �v0000��300v00(0)h��300v00 jP̂ j��2v iA��(�2; !L)(E00v00 +�E�3 � ~!S)(Ev +�E�2 � 2~!L) ; (20)where A��(�2; !L) desribes the two-photon transitionto the s-exitoni state,A��(�2; !) = �M�0� �M�0�vv ���M�0�v ���X�1 h��2v jp̂�0 j��1v ip̂�0 ���1v (r)�� ��r=0Ev +�E�1 � ~! ++X0;v0 ���0Ævv0 � ��v0vÆ0���0v0 ��X�1 h��2v j��10v0i���10v0(0)��E0v0 +�E�1 � ~! : (21)The �rst term in (21) desribes the two-photon exi-tation of the s-exiton in the framework of the two-band model where the absorption of the �rst photonis aompanied by the weakly forbidden transition toa p-exitoni state. The intraband dipole transition tothe s-exitoni state ours when the seond photon isabsorbed. The seond term in (21) desribes the ontri-bution of the three-band model where the intermediatestate is assumed to be an s-exiton omposed of an ele-tron from some higher lying ondution band 0 and ahole from the valene band v, or an exiton belongingto the ondution band  and a deeper valene band v0.In this ase, the seond photon indues the interbandtransition of the eletron or the hole.3.2. The Green's funtion approahTo evaluate the HRS tensors obtained, it is ne-essary to alulate the matrix elements and the sumsover all the intermediate disrete and ontinuous exi-toni states. The problem an be onsiderably simpli-�ed using the Green's funtion method [28℄. This ap-proah was earlier used in theoretial investigation ofthe two-photon absorption [24; 29℄ and the �rst-orderresonant RS [26℄. We have also applied the Green'sfuntions for a theoretial treatment of the two-photonresonant RS [30; 31℄. In aordane with this method,

the sums over intermediate states an be expressed asWhittaker funtions W�;�(z) [28; 29℄,X� ��v(r) ���v(0)��Ev +�E� � ~!L == ��(1� �L)2�~2r W�L;1=2� 2r�La� (22)and��r0j X� ��v(r) ���v(r0)��Ev +�E� � ~!L �����r0=0 == ��(2� �L)2�~2�La rjr2 W�L;3=2� 2r�La� ; (23)where �(z) is the gamma funtion, and a and � arethe Bohr radius and the redued mass of the exiton.The parameter �L is de�ned as �L =pR=(Ev � ~!L).Hereafter, the respetive indies �L� and �S� orre-spond to the inident and sattered light. The Whit-taker funtion has the integral representation [32℄:W�;�(z) = z�+1=2e�z=2�(1=2� �+ �) �� 1Z0 e�ztt�1=2��+�(1 + t)�1=2+�+�dt;Re(�� �) > �12 : (24)
Beause the frequeny of the inident radiation is awayfrom the exitoni resonane for the resonant HRS(�L � 1), the Green's funtion approah enables usto redue the sum over �1 to the integral. Further,after the substitution of expliit expressions for the hy-grogeni wave funtion [33℄ and the r integration, thesums over the intermediate states �1 an be alulated.Taking the results obtained in [24; 29℄ into aount, we1051



L. E. Semenova, K. A. Prokhorov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003writeX�0 h�(�1m)v jp̂j j��0vi���0v(0)��Ev +�E�0 � ~!L == �p̂j�(�1m)v (r)��r=0�� �2LR�1( J4(n; �L); � = n;J4(i=k; �L); � = k (25)andA��(�; !L) == ���v(0)��( B��(n; !L); � = n;B��(i=k; !L); � = k; (26)where [34℄B��(n; !L) = �M�0�v �M�0� �M�0�vv ��� Æ�0�0J2(n; �L) ++X0;v0 (��0Ævv0 � ��v0vÆ0)��0v0E0v0 � ~!L J1(n; �0L): (27)Here, �0L is de�ned for E0v0 : �0L =pR0=(E0v0 � ~!L).The integrals J1(n; �0), J2(n; �), and J4(n; �) are givenin [24; 29℄:J1(n; �0) = 4 1Z0 dt�1 + tt ��0 �2t+ 1� �0=nb2t+ 1 + �0=nb�n �� 2t+ 1� �0=b[(2t+ 1)2 � (�0=nb)℄2 ; (28)

J2(n; �) = 163 � 1Z0 dt t1��(1+t)1+��2t+1��=n2t+1+�=n�n��3(2t+1)2+3(�=n)2�2�(2t+1)(1+2n�2)[(2t+1)2�(�=n)2℄3 ; (29)
J4(n; �) = 4 1Z0 dt� t+ 1t ���2t+ 1� �=n2t+ 1 + �=n�n �� 2t+ 1[(2t+ 1)2 � (�=n)2℄2 ; (30)where b = a=a0 (R0 and a0 are the Rydberg onstantand the Bohr radius of the exiton belonging to thepair of bands, 0 and v0).When the energy of the sattered photon is belowthe exitoni resonanes (�S < 1), we an also applythe Green's funtions to alulate the sums over �3 inexpressions (18) and (20). In the works devoted tothe seond-order resonant RS, we alulated the sumsover �3 similar to the ones in expressions (18) and (20)for the intraband Fröhlih interation [30; 31℄. In thegeneral ase, taking the results obtained in [30℄ intoaount, we an write

X�3 ��30v0(0)h��30v0 jP̂ j�(�`m)v iE0v0+�E�3�~!S == Y`m(#q ; 'q)�02S(2`+ 1)!pa (E0v0�~!S) 8>>>><>>>>: 2`+2n`+2 s (n+`)!(n�`�1)! J (�)` (qa; �0S ; n); � = n;ra3V 2`+2k`+1e�=2k ������`+1� ik�����J (�)` �qa; �0S ; ik� ; � = k; (31)where J (�)` (Q; �0; n) = ià ((�1)`�0Ævv0 I(�)` (�eQ; �0; n)(�eQ)`+1 � �vv0Æ0 I(�)` (�hQ; �0; n)(�hQ)`+1 ) ; (32)Q = qa, Y`m(#q ; 'q) is a spherial funtion of the angular oordinates of the phonon wave vetor. The integral1052



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003 Theoretial investigation of the resonant : : :I(�)` (Q; �0; n) is given byI(�)` (Q; �0; n) = b2`+2�03 1Z0 dt�1 + tt ��0 X̀v=0 (`+ v)!(`+ 1� v)v! ��0Qb �`�v ��Re8><>:(�i)`�v+1�t+ 12 + �02nb � i�0Q2b �v�`�2 �� F 0B�� n+ `+ 1; `� v � 2; 2`+ 2; �0=nbt+ 12 + �02nb � i�0Q2b 1CA9>=>; ; (33)where F (a; b; ; z) is the hypergeometri funtion.To alulate the sum over �3 in expression (19), we applied the method that was previously used by usin [30; 31℄, and obtained the expression (for the intraband Fröhlih interation and �S < 2)X�3 p̂��3v (r)��r=0 h��3v jP̂ j�(�00)v iEv +�E�3 � ~!S = �i~q̂Ev � ~!S �(�00)v (0)( Jp(qa; �S ; n); � = n;Jp(qa; �S ; i=k); � = k; (34)where Jp(Q; �; n) = 1Q � Ip(�eQ; �; n)(�eQ)2 + Ip(�hQ; �; n)(�hQ)2 � (35)andIp(Q; �; n) = 1�3 1Z0 dt t1��(1 + t)1+�8>>><>>>:Im26664�t+ 12 � �2n � i�Q2 �n�1�t+ 12 + �2n � i�Q2 �n+137775 �� �QRe26664�t+ 12 � �2n � i�Q2 �n�2�t+ 12 + �2n � i�Q2 �n+2 �t+ 12 � �2 � i�Q2 �377759>>>=>>>; : (36)Next, after the substitution of the relations obtained for the sums over �3 and �1 in expressions (18)�(20), wehave�(1)��(q) = i2~F�v��v �M�0� �M�0�vv � q̂jÆj�03�R3a3 �� �2L�4S8<: 1Xn=2 n2 � 1n5 JF1 (qa; �S ; n)J4(n; �L)�(!L)� n�2 � in ++ 1Z0 dk k(1+k2)1�e�2�=k JF1 (qa; �S ; i=k)J4(i=k; �L)�(!L)+k2�ik 9=; ; (37)�(2)��(q) = �i~FM0�v q̂jÆj0�R2a3 �2S ��( 1Xn=1 1n3 Jp(qa; �S ; n)�(!L)� n�2 � inB��(n; !L) + 1Z0 dk k1�e�2�=k Jp(qa; �S ; i=k)�(!L)+k2�ik B�� � ik ; !L�� (38)1053



L. E. Semenova, K. A. Prokhorov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003and�(3)��(q) = 2�Ra2 X00v00 �v0000�00S2E00v00 � ~!S ��8<: 1Xn=1 1n3 J (�)0 (qa; �00S ; n)�(!L)� n�2 � inB��(n; !L) + 1Z0 dk k1�e�2�=k J (�)0 (qa; �00S ; i=k)�(!L)+k2�ik B�� � ik ; !L�9=; ; (39)where �(!) = (Ev � 2~!)=R, n = �n=R, �n isan exiton damping, and J F̀ (Q; �; n) is the integralJ (�)` (Q; �; n) de�ned for the intraband Fröhlih inter-ation, i.e., for �nn0 = iq�1Ænn0 .We note that the expressions obtained for the HRStensors an be simpli�ed. As mentioned above, in thease of resonant HRS, the energy of the inident pho-ton is far from the resonane (Ev � ~!L � R), andthe parameters �L and �0L are therefore onsiderablysmaller than unity. Further, it is not di�ult to showthat J1(n; �), J4(n; �) � �1� (�=n)2��1 for �� 1.We note that expression (37) obtained via theGreen's funtion method is appliable for the ompu-tation of the resonant HRS ross setion only if thesattered frequeny is below exitoni resonanes, i.e.for ~!S < Ev � R (�S < 1). As a result of usingthe Green's funtions for the summation over �3, ex-pressions (38) and (39) an be used only when �S < 2and �0S < 1. For higher frequenies of the inident ra-diation, the exiton�lattie matrix elements must bealulated and summation over all the intermediateexitoni states �2 and �3 must be performed. Thisapproah was used by Garsía-Cristóbal et al. [20℄ toalulate the e�ieny of the HRS indued by the

two-photon exitation of a p-exiton followed by thetransition to an s-exiton due to the Fröhlih inter-ation. We therefore do not onsider this ase here.Although the expression obtained using the Green'sfuntion method has a limited appliability range withrespet to the photon energy, this method onsider-ably simpli�es umbersome omputations of the HRSross setion and at the same time enables one to takeall the intermediate disrete and ontinuous exitonistates into aount. Moreover, beause the phononwave vetor is small, an approximation of the above ex-pressions an be obtained. In [30; 31; 35℄, it was shownthat JF1 (Q; �; n) weakly depends on Q for �Q� 1 andin the limit as Q! 0 oinides with [8; 16℄J5(n; �) = 4 1Z0 dt� t+ 1t ���2t+ 1� �=n2t+ 1 + �=n�n �� 4t+ 2� �[(2t+ 1)2 � (�=n)2℄3 : (40)It an also be shown that as �Q ! 0,Jp(Q; �; n)! J3(n; �), where [16; 18℄J3(n; �) = 253 1Z0 dt t1��(1 + t)1+��2t+ 1� �=n2t+ 1 + �=n�n �� 3(2t+ 1� �) �(2t+ 1)2 + (�=n)2 � 2�(2t+ 1)�� �3(1� n�2)[(2t+ 1)2 � (�=n)2℄4 : (41)Expanding I(�)0 (Q; �; n) in a series in Q, we haveJ (�)0 (Q; �0; n) � 12�02a (�0Ævv0 ��vv0Æ0) J1(n; �0) (42)for Q � 1. Thus, the approximation of the zero wavevetor of the phonon allows onsiderable simplifyingthe omputations. In addition, the phonon energy isoften greater than the exiton Rydberg, ~!p > R, and the expressions obtained via the Green's funtion ap-proah an therefore be appliable in a su�iently widefrequeny range.1054



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003 Theoretial investigation of the resonant : : :4. DISCUSSIONIn the general ase, di�erent mehanisms ofeletron�photon and eletron�phonon interationsan be involved in the resonant HRS proess. Theirontributions depend on the eletroni struture andparameters of the rystal, the inident frequeny,the seletion rules, and the sattering geometry.Spei�ally, if the one-photon dipole transition isallowed (�v 6= 0) and the two-photon transition isforbidden in the semiondutor, the HRS proess isdesribed by the tensor �(1)��(q) orresponding to theintraband Fröhlih sattering. Therefore, the LO linesare dominant in the resonant HRS spetra.For the rystal with the dipole-forbidden transition(�v = 0), the resonant HRS proess an be aused bythe two-photon exitation of an s-exiton. This �for-bidden� HRS is desribed by the tensors �(2)��(q) and�(3)��(q), and therefore, both the Fröhlih and defor-mation potential sattering mehanisms are involvedin the resonant proess. Consequently, an e�et of thedeformation potential interation in the hyper-Ramanspetra an be expeted in this ase. Suh a �forbid-den� resonant HRS near the energy gap was experi-mentally investigated in Ti2O, whih is a entrosym-metri rystal [11; 12℄. Beause its lowest ondutionand top valene bands have the same parity, the inter-band dipole transition is stritly forbidden in it. In therutile, Watanabe et al. [11; 12℄ observed the resonantHRS by transverse optial (TO) phonons along with asattering by LO phonons.At �rst sight, the �forbidden� resonant HRS underonsideration is similar to the resonant RS in whihthe one-photon interband transition is replaed by atwo-photon transition. As mentioned above, both thetwo-band and three-band models ontribute to the two-photon exitation of an s-exiton. The parameterM��vin expression (27) an be written asM��v == � 2m X0;v0 (��0s0Ævv0���v0vsvv0Æ0)��0v0E0v0 ; (43)where snn0 = 1+Ev=2Enn0 . Taking into aount thatM �Mvv = m=�, it is easy to show that the di�er-ene of the two-band and three-band ontributions isontained in the expression for B��(n; !L). In parti-ular, B��(n; !L) an be approximated byB��(n; !L) �X0;v0 (�0Ævv0 � �v0vÆ0)�0v0E0v0 �� [J1(n; �0L)� 2J2(n; �L)℄ (44)

for E0, Evv0 � Ev. Owing to this, the resonane pro-�le of the HRS an ontain additional features ausedby the interferene of dissimilar transitions. Their ap-pearane is governed by the semiondutor parametersand the exiton�lattie interation mehanism.Of speial interest is the HRS if the one-photon andtwo-photon transitions are allowed in a rystal. In thisase, the sattering mehanisms desribed by �(1)��(q),�(2)��(q), and �(3)��(q) are involved in the hyper-Ramanproess. It is obvious that the �allowed� HRS meha-nism, whih is determined by �(1)��(q), gives the mainontribution to the HRS intensity beause it assumesonly the dipole-allowed transitions and is desribed inthe framework of the two-band model, as distint from�(2)��(q) and �(3)��(q). This onlusion agrees withexperimental results beause only the resonant HRSby LO phonons was reported in CdS and ZnSe rys-tals [8; 13; 14℄. The �forbidden� sattering mehanismsshould not be negleted, however.Beause the �forbidden� resonant HRS is due tothe two-photon transition to s-exitoni states, the res-onant enhanement for this sattering mehanism o-urs when the doubled energy of the inident photons,2~!L, oinides with the energy level of the 1s exiton,E1s. On the other hand, a resonant inrease of the�allowed� HRS ours for other frequenies of the in-ident radiation (2~!L � E2p), i.e., the resonane setsearlier for the �forbidden� HRS than for the �allowed�sattering. In addition, a new sattering mehanisman be involved in the hyper-Raman proess and anontribute to the HRS intensity. It is known that theintensive forbidden LO line was observed in the RSspetra for some semiondutors when the inident fre-queny was near the exitoni resonane [36; 37℄. Itsappearane was explained by the forbidden Fröhlihinteration that orresponds to the seond term in theexpansion of the intraband Fröhlih oupling matrixelement,P�0� � h��0vjq̂ � rj��vi++ i2qP m�e�m�hm�e+m�h h��0vj(qP � r)2j��vi; (45)and indues transitions between s-exitons. For theresonant HRS, a similar sattering mehanism is a-ompanied by the following sequene of proesses: thetwo-photon transition to an s-exitoni state, the intra-band transition between s-exitons due to the Fröhlihinteration, and the return of the eletroni system tothe ground state. The orresponding tensor �(F )��(q)oinides with �(3)��(q) for �n0n = iq�1Æn0n. The es-timations performed show that for 2~!L � E1s, the1055
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The ontributions of three sattering mehanisms,j�(1)��(q)j2, j�(2)��(q)j2, and j�(F )��(q)j2, to the HRS asa funtion of the parameter �(!L) = (Ev � 2~!)=R(urves 1, 2, and 3, respetively)ontributions of the �allowed� and �forbidden� satter-ing mehanisms, �(1)��(q) and �(F )��(q), an be ompa-rable providing substantially di�erent e�etive massesm�h and m�e and a small magnitude of 1s. As an ex-ample, Figure shows the result of the omputation ofthe hyper-Raman tensors j�(1)��(q)j2, j�(2)��(q)j2, andj�(F )��(q)j2 for qa = 0:15, m�e=m�h = 0:2, j�v j � ~=d,d = 5Å, R = 0:03 eV, Ev = 100R, ~!P = 1:5R, and� = 0:02R. In the alulation, the virtual transition inthe one higher lying ondution band 0 (E0 = 1:5Ev)was only taken into aount in expression (28). Itan be seen from the �gure that j�(F )��(q)j2 sharply in-reases as the doubled frequeny approahes the two-photon resonane with the 1s exitoni state. When2~!L � E1s, the ontributions of �forbidden� and �al-lowed� HRS beome magnitudes of the same order. Ifthe �forbidden� sattering mehanisms play an appre-iable role in the resonant HRS, they an a�et thefrequeny dependene of the HRS intensity. Suh afeature was observed in a ZnSe rystal where a smallenhanement was found for 2~!L � E1s along with theinrease of the HRS signal as the doubled frequenyapproahes the resonane with a 2p exiton [13℄. Inter-esting peuliarities of the HRS in a CdS rystal werealso observed [8℄.The inrease in the HRS intensity by LO phonons(by more than two orders of magnitude) was found in aCdS rystal when the doubled frequeny of the exitingradiation approahes the exitoni resonanes [8℄. Thesignal then dereases, whih was explained by attenua-tion of the sattered light near the fundamental absorp-

tion edge. We apply the theoretial model developedhere to analyze the HRS in CdS. The 90Æ-sattering ge-ometry with the inident radiation propagating alongto the optial axis z of the rystal was used in the exper-iment [8℄. In this on�guration ("L is direted perpen-diulary to the z axis), the dipole transition to the s-exitoni state is allowed for the A, B, and C series. Allthe three exitoni series an therefore partiipate inthe �allowed� HRS. As regards the �forbidden� meh-anisms, the two-photon transition is allowed to thedipole-forbidden s-exiton of the �6 symmetry for theA series and to the dipole-allowed s-exiton for the B orC series. Therefore, in the on�guration used in the ex-periment [8℄, resonant HRS aused by the two-photontransitions to s-exitons and p-exitons an ontributeto the HRS intensity. We evaluated the HRS ross se-tion as a funtion of the doubled energy of inidentphotons for the �allowed� (�(1)��(q)) and �forbidden�(�(2)��(q)+�(F )��(q)) sattering mehanisms separately.In the alulation, we used the known parameters ofCdS (~!P = 0:038 eV, m�e = 0:2m, m�h = 1:34m [38℄)and took the following values for the A, B, and C ex-itoni series: EvA = 2:579 eV, EvB = 2:596 eV,EvC = 2:66 eV, RA = 0:028 eV, RB = 0:03 eV,RC = 0:026 eV [39; 40℄, f1sA = 0:0014, f1sB = 0:001,and f1sC = 0:0013 (here, f1s is the osillator strengthfor the transition to the 1s exiton state) [41℄. Wealso used the energies of the exitons with n = 1and n = 2 (EAn=1 = 2:548 eV, EBn=1 = 2:56 eV,and EAn=2 = 2:568 eV [40℄) and the damping(�A = 0:004 eV, �B = 0:005 eV, and �C = 0:026 eV[41℄) known for the temperature at whih the measure-ments were made (T = 80 K) [8℄. We onsidered thehigher lying ondution band (E0v � 6:2 eV) as theintermediate band [42℄. The estimations have shownthat the HRS intensity enhanement aused by the �al-lowed� HRS is approximately an order of magnitudeless than the inrease measured in the experiment whenthe doubled energy of inident photons varies from 2.49to 2.53 eV. On the other hand, the ross setion gainalulated for �forbidden� resonant HRS was found tobe omparable to the hange of the HRS intensity ob-served. Consequently, it is plausible that the resonantHRS observed was indued by the �forbidden� satter-ing mehanisms. Let us onsider expression (37) wherewe an write M�0� �M�0�vv = (m=�)Æ��0 for CdS. Fromthis fat, it transpires that the sattering mehanismdesribed by �(1)��(q) is e�etive if the polarization ve-tor of the exiting radiation lies in the plane determinedby the photon wave vetors (i.e., q̂� 6= 0 in this ase).The �allowed� HRS mehanism is therefore forbidden1056



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003 Theoretial investigation of the resonant : : :if the inident radiation is polarized along the x axisand the sattering light propagates in the y diretion.Only the �forbidden� sattering mehanisms then on-tribute to the HRS intensity. Also the appearane ofthe intensive forbidden 2LO line, whih is harateristiof the resonant RS in the HRS spetra near the exi-toni resonane, agrees well with our assumption. Thestrong HRS by LO phonons in CdS for the two-photonresonane with the 2p exiton was reported in [13℄. Butthe measurements were performed in the x(yy; z + x)ygeometry where the sattering desribed by �(1)��(q) isallowed aording to our model. The above disussionshows that additional experimental researh of the res-onant HRS in a CdS rystal is of great interest.5. CONCLUSIONSA theoretial model for the resonant hyper-Ramansattering in semiondutors was developed. Themodel inludes the Wannier exitons as intermediatestates in the sattering proess. Di�erent mehanismsof exiton�photon and exiton�lattie interationswere onsidered and their ontributions to the HRSross setion were analyzed for the rystals with bothallowed and forbidden dipole transitions. Agreementwith the experimental results was found. It was shownthat under the resonant onditions, the �forbidden�HRS an give the ontribution ompatible with the oneof the �allowed� HRS. The model developed allowsone to alulate the ross setion for the HRS whenthe doubled energy of inident photons is below andin the range of exitoni resonanes.This work was supported by RFBR (grant � 01-02-16526). REFERENCES1. S. Kielih, Kvant. Eletron. 4, 2574 (1977) [Sov. J.Quant. Eletron. 7, 1471 (1977)℄.2. D. A. Long and L. Stanton, Pro. Roy. So. London A318, 441 (1970).3. L. D. Ziegler, J. Raman Spetr. 21, 769 (1990).4. V. N. Denisov, B. N. Mavrin, and V. B. Podobedov,Phys. Rep. 151, 1 (1987).5. A. V. Baranov, Ya. S. Bobovih, and V. I. Petrov, Usp.Fiz. Nauk 160 (10), 35 (1990) [Sov. Phys. Usp. 33, 812(1990)℄.
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